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Multidimensional, integrated, risk assessment framework
and dynamic, collaborative Risk Management tools for
critical information infrastructure

PROTECTING MARITIME SUPPLY CHAIN
IT INFRASTRUCTURE
MITIGATE SYSTEM READY FOR USE
The goal of MITIGATE is to provide IT-support in assessing cyber risks associated with
the information exchange in the global maritime supply chain.
The MITIGATE software and service platform provides an opportunity for risk
managers to identify threats within their
own assets and along the supply chain
among their business partners, with whom
they exchange data. It is a unique feature that cascading risks are tackled.
The figure below of the MITIGATE dashboard indicates how the different elements
are brought together within the Mitigate platform:
•

•

•

Companies’ IT assets identified by
vendor, type and kind in one or more
sites as well as the networks linking the
sites
Vulnerabilities obtained from the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures
(CVE) and zero-day vulnerabilities
obtained from big data analysis
Associated threats, which are ranked

indicated in a heat map according to
the severity.
The risk assessment is calculated out of
these elements. It is possible to compare
different scenarios e.g. before and after the
execution of control measures cutting off
vulnerabilities.
BECOME A TEST APPLICANT!
The MITIGATE software and service platform is now ready to be used. In a high
number of field test in different port locations
around Europe the MITIGATE software and
services have been installed, tested and further improved.
If you are an actor in a port or stakeholder in
a maritime supply chain who has the responsibility for the IT security, contact the MITIGATE team under info@mitigateproject.eu.
We would like to introduce you to the services of the MITIGATE system!

MITIGATE events
REVIEW
In
the
last
months
MITIGATE
was
presented
to
interested
audiences through whole
Europe. Project partners
exhibited or held speeches
at the LNG Europe Conference in Valencia, the
ITA-Sec in Venice, the 11th
ICGS3 in Greenwich and
at MARENER in Malmö.
At the transport logistic
2017 in Munich the
MITIGATE system was
presented to interested
visitors.
For the next possibilities to
meet the MITIGATE project
partners have a look at the
last page!

http://www.mitigate-project.eu/

Demonstration of the MITIGATE
system at transport logistic 2017 in
Munich.

Screenshots from the MITIGATE System: Results of Risk Assessment (left) and Threat Heatmap (right)

Screenshots from the MITIGATE system: Illustration of Asset dependencies (left) and Result of the Threat Analysis (right)
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DETECT AND CONTROL CYBER RISKS IN THE MARITIME SUPPLY CHAIN
The ongoing digitalization results in ever more complex and a

than 80% of the incidents use of stolen or weak passwords. An-

higher degree of networked IT-systems and so will the number of

other common way to avoid the installed security systems is the

electronic interfaces to business partner systems in maritime sup-

installation of malware via emails.

ply chains increase, which cannot be supervised and controlled by

These breaches are tackled by security guidelines, e.g. from the

a single company.

Baltic and International Maritime Council BIMCO. They provide ef-

In order to ensure that these processes and interconnections don‘t

fective advice, and awareness-rising posters for the use on board

allow malware to shut down operations or allow manipulation of

show the need, and also the chances to avoid the biggest part of

data for illegal purposes, a solution to identify threats along the

incidents by giving striking rules for the use of passwords and pri-

supply chain is urgently needed. Although not many cyber inci-

vate communication devices.

dents concerning the maritime supply chain are reported, due to

But there are of course also regulative measures to handle with

the fears of the involved companies to damage their reputation or

cyber threats:

maybe even worse due to a lack knowledge and awareness, the

Firstly, the International Ship and Port Facility Security Code ISPS

following incidents show the bandwidth of possibilities:

Code was launched by the International Maritime Organization

•

Containers containing drugs were misled without early recog-

IMO in 2002. The ISPS Code consists of a comprehensive set of

nition

measures to enhance the security of ships and port facilities. ISPS

Customs Systems were shut down, stopping operations for

deals with the issue of IT security only on a rough overview level

hours, probably to press ransom

and does not provide distinct methods, tools or roles.

the disruption of the GPS-signal stopped operations of

The Information Security Management System ISMS is a standard

vessels as well as of terminal cranes that store and locate

that specifies requirements for the establishment, implementation,

containers basing on GPS for the same reason

monitoring and continuous improvement of information security in

Piracy attacks use AIS-signals to identify vessels and hack

organizations. To do so, the ISMS provides an overall management

into the shipping companies systems to identify their loaded

and control framework for an information security risks and is de-

goods and

fined in ISO/ IEC 27001.

May 12, 2017: Global ransom ware campaign known as

The EU adopted in July 2016 the Network and Information System

“WannaCry” was detected, affecting various organizations

(NIS)-Directive for “Critical Information Infrastructures”. The pro-

•
•

•

•

with tens of thousands of infections in over 150 countries.

cess is be supported by the European Union Agency for Network

Experts assume that the growing connections of digital assets due

and Information Security ENISA and protected by Computer Secu-

to the development of the internet of things and maritime 4.0 so-

rity Incident Response Teams CSIRT.

lutions will enable more, easier and more effective cyber-attacks.

Still, the above description of regulation and guidelines cannot be

According to an Allianz risk expert, vessels and ports might be-

exhaustive as there are more national initiatives and specific guide-

come an appealing target for attackers in the future. A global study

lines than can be illustrated here.

among risk managers and risk experts rated cyber incidents as the
third highest business risk worldwide for all sectors and are ex-

Obviously, the stakeholders in the maritime supply chain are aware

pected to become the highest business risk in the future.

of the threats, and the framework to act is set. Not clear is the way

Now how do attackers find the way into the digital assets despite

to reach a reliable and resilient network of ICT systems that is ro-

existing security shields? Three quarts of breaches were perpe-

bust against todays and upcoming cyber-attacks. This is why the

trated by outsiders, regarding a Verizon Report. Thereof, more than

MITIGATE consortium of companies from software industry, aca-

60% were featured by hacking into the system, making in more

demia and port authorities joined to find a powerful solution.
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Attack Paths illustrate unforeseen ways potential hackers use to infiltrate an IT system
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DISCOVERY OF ATTACK PATHS

A special feature of the MITIGATE system is the identification of possible attack paths. A cyber-attack may not end
at the first asset hit in a network, but use the possibility
to spread through the network. And more, not stop at the
borders of the own network, but also infiltrate connected networks of business partners. After all, as many users have
experienced in the last months, there might be unknown vulnerabilities which are hard to be prepared against. In this
case, the knowledge of the connected network is invaluable.
If structure and composition of a network are known, it might
be possible to stop an attack before the damage spreads all
along, resulting in a cascading effect.
The MITIGATE methodology includes an algorithm to discover attack paths. In particular, it examines how an attacker
can exploit identified cyber asset vulnerabilities in order to
perform undesired actions. For every attack, a set of related
weaknesses and vulnerability types can be defined. By
implementing this algorithm into the MITIGATE system,
the calculations become automated. Attack paths are then
modeled by employing attack graphs.
But of course this functionality needs some input and thus
some preparation when setting up the system:
The algorithm requires a physical network topology, an asset
configuration, a set of entry points and target points. In particular, the network topology includes a list of cyber assets
and their relationships.
Having created the network topology, the MITIGATE system
is not only capable to illustrate paths an attacker can use to
reach a particular cyber asset. It can furthermore support
the analysis of risks connected to a specific cyber asset and
support the examination of possible consequences of a successful attack. Moreover, the attack paths support the identification of appropriate security controls by providing knowledge about attributes that make an attack possible.
The generated attack paths can answer ‘what-if’ questions
regarding the security implications of configuration changes
to assets, such as patching a specific asset. Furthermore,

they can reveal which attacks can be performed by highly
skilled and well-funded attackers, and which attacks can be
performed already by low skilled attackers. The attacker’s
profile includes information about the assumed attacker,
such as the attacker capability, which is the counterpart to
a vulnerability’s access complexity and the attack location,
which is the counter-part to a vulnerability’s access location.
The attackers profile is used to induce whether a particular
attack can exploit an asset’s vulnerability.
The output of the algorithm is a list of attacks paths. Each
attack path contains an ordered list of cyber assets that an
attacker with a particular profile can successfully compromise by exploiting their vulnerabilities. Each cyber asset in
the attack path can be used as a stepping stone to an attack
of the next cyber asset. A cyber risk or IT security manager
must be able to locate potential attack paths into and within
the network and prevent attackers from using them.
But also there are always limited resources for improving
the security level, which have to be invested in the best
possible way. For supporting the planning of such investments, MITIGATE helps to evaluate the impact of changing
configuration settings, and determine the security effectiveness of adding new security controls. Based on the MITIGATE outcomes and the manager’s knowledge about the
importance as well as the business value of an asset, he
can decide which IT security related investments causes
the highest return in security. For example, it could be very
reasonable to patch or replace an apparently unimportant
asset, like a network printer, to secure a central asset, like
the database of an ERP-System, against high skilled and
high-funded attackers performing industry espionage or
sabotage. Maybe the network printer itself is relatively safe
against normal attacks and not classified as an interesting
target for high-profile attackers. But considering the attack
paths of high-profile attacks, it could be more efficient to
secure the printer against such attacks instead the database
itself as a first step.
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Illustration of maritime supply chain resources and infrastructure.
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DATES / MEET MITIGATE
ARES-Conference, August 29 - September 1,
2017, Reggio Calabria, Italy
CIP-event “Security und Risikomanagement”, September 19-20, 2017, Vienna, Austria
HICL Hamburg International Conference of Logistics, October 11-13, 2017, Hamburg, Germany

PROJECT COORDINATION
Fraunhofer Center for Maritime Logistics
and Services CML, Hamburg

TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT
University of Piraeus Research Center, Piraeus

KEY FIGURES
● Thirteen partners from research, software
development, logistics and ports
● Partners‘ countries: Austria,
United Kingdom, Germany, Greece, Italy,
Romania and Spain
● Project duration: from September 2015 till
February 2018
● Budget 3.5 m€, funded within the EU Horizon 2020 programme with 3.1 m€
This project has received funding from The European Union´s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under
grant agreement No 653212.
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